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Square Enix servers are currently unavailable. Quit to main menu now.. Another great release fom NukGames!!! Having played
a lot of arcade games on the machines back in late 1980's and 90's I love this developer's releases!!! Thank you very much for
bringing back the feel of the 80's back to us and a whole new generation of younger gamers!! ;) Great game - get your reaction
timing and you will go far in the completion of this title. Look forward to more releases from the this developer!!. Beautiful
game and level design! Wish there were more levels <3. Why is there free DLC. Thats not how DLC works.. stylish dark game
with a simple stealth, I advise!. Fun little game, good challenge, and customizable music library. Worth getting if you can pick it
up with a coupon, I paid .10 for it and got more than my money's worth out of it.. Whenever Im studying for an upcoming
assignment or doing homework. This is what helps me get it done before the deadline. As this games Number 1 Fan. I absolutely
love the soundtrack and Im sure you will too!. Great graphics especially inside the cockpits and the game has potential. Had to
figure out that I had to swap from VR hand controllers to a Widows XBox game controller (or keyboard) when the game starts
as using the game icon you skip past the SteamVR page telling you the current controller will not work.

Tend to crash alot and start feeling really sick after a couple of minutes in the boat, cannot reload the boat even when I stopped
on the icon.

Recommend a try
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Hmm. It sort of lacks the charm of the actual humongous games, and a few of the puzzles are rather inane, but it's really not as
horrible as I expected, certainly at least has more effort put into it than the atari putt-putt game did. I would still say to get any
of the actual humongous pajama sam games over this one, though, they're all quite superior. The voice actor here isn't
particularly good, either. Still, it's alright.. This should not be on Steam.. Awesome!! I wasn't expecting this much for the price,
it was a nice surprise, I loved the style and game mechanics, simple yet addictive, recommendable for all ages!. YOU TAKE A
CHAINSAW AND YOU STRAP IT TO A SHOTGUN AND YOU TAPE THAT TO A MACHINE GUN AND THEN YOU
PUT ANOTHER CHAINSAW ON TOP AND THEN YOU GLUE ON A ROCKET LAUNCHER AND THEN /ANOTHER/
CHAINSAW
GOTY 2015.. I have no idea what the ♥♥♥♥ happens in this game at any point. It feels so out of context and weird. You
should maybe stay away from this one.. Absolute \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665how of a production. Old dev abandoned
the game, "new" dev hasn't posted in what, 18 months? All evidence of posts from "new" dev RockPaperGames deleted from
this forum. Lots of ancient update posts deleted too. I know it's obvious by now that this game has been dead for about two
years but I decided to update one last time as of Sept. 17 2017.. lol

this game is literally worse than Hitler.

Nazis using Uzi-Machineguns lul
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